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Want to flip a coin with me?
Head you win 10 Brazilian Real
Tail you lose 10 Brazilian Real
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Loss aversion is one of the hundreds and more biases
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You said bias? 
Donations were 3Xs higher with eyes
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From behavioral insights to nudge:
How to use social norms to encourage people to pay in time?
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Understand how real people 
make real decision in real 
world
“A Nudge is any aspect of the choice
architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a 
predictable way without forbidding any options 
or significantly changing their economic 
incentives.”
Nudge rely on behavioral economics
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The SECOND Big LearningThe FIRST Big Learning
We are not rational
agents maximizing
self-interest…
…but only fallible 
humans driven by 
impulse, habits, and 
herd mentality. We 
are easily confused 
and often 
inconsistent…
Moreover, these irrational behaviors of ours are 
neither random nor senseless.
They are systematic,
And since we repeat them again and again,
predictable
The learnings of behavioral Economics
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Nobel Prize in Economics
2002
Nobel Prize in Economics
2017








Pichot de La Marandais 
Marie
Dubus
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How to use behavioral insights and create nudges?
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The first Nudge experiment in France 
+ 1.1 million online tax 
return vs 2013 




turnout rate at the 2014 election
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How to entice children (11 – 19 y.o.) to buckle up in school buses
Seatbelt use x 2,4
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How to help people to go the right way
Before After
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How to encourage to join HeforShe (UNOPS Gender equality program)
1000 registrations/day
x 12
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The 1er Nudge Building is in Paris for sustainable behavior
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